
Adult Peer Support Provider:  
What’s wrong with this progress note? 

Circle the mistakes and identify why it is wrong. How could it 
be corrected or what should be included instead? 

Who – I was at a meeting with Hillary and a provider from the mental 
health center 
Where – at the mental health center 
When – on a Wednesday morning in April. 
What – Hillary was upset about something and looked very depressed. 
I think she had another fight with her boyfriend last night and may have 
gotten beaten-up a bit. She looked as if she hadn’t showered or eaten 
in some time and I think she looks like she’s using drugs. The boyfriend 
probably does drugs. The mental health person was asking about 
Hillary’s feelings and some safety questions. I think the woman believes 
Hillary should leave the boyfriend. I agree that she should get her act 
together or maybe take Prozac for the depression. I told the mental 
health person that the boyfriend does seem to be a bad influence. 
Hillary said that she was thinking of leaving the boyfriend, but I doubt 
it. She did agree to consider taking medication. 
Plan – We all agreed to have another meeting, and, in the meantime, I 
would work with Hillary. 
Next meeting – I will text Hillary sometime in the next few weeks to 
follow-up. 



Goal writing exercise – Adult Peer Support Provider 

In your group, develop at least one goal for each of the following situations. 

1) Vocational goal for a 25 year old man with social anxiety who wants to
pursue a career in technology but has a fear of interviewing and being in
crowded office spaces

2) Medication consistency goal for a 40 year old mother with bipolar disorder
who forgets her medication due to juggling the needs and schedules of her
three children

3) Social goal for a 52 year old female who is feeling isolated and needs to make
connections with others; her interests include hiking, doing artwork, and
local history
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